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1 Abstract
New software for fast screening of the Protein Data

Bank in 3 dimensions is presented. The software repre-
sents a multi-threaded version of the Gesamt algorithm,
described in a separate publication. The software is im-
plemented as a Qt-powered desktop application QtGe-
samt, dedicated "Structural Alignment" task in the new
CCP4 web-application "jsCoFE" (http://ccp4serv6.rc-
harwell.ac.uk/jscofe/), as well as a Restful API for per-
forming remote PDB searches from ordinary PC con-
nected to the internet. The software takes advantage
of multi-core architectures, typical for all modern com-
putational platforms, for making fast structural searches
in the PDB as well as pairwise and multiple alignments
of protein structures in 3d. A combination of paral-
lelization and data reduction techniques made it pos-
sible to perform structural queries on modern laptops
with speeds that were previously obtainable only from
specialized web-servers. A detail performance anal-
ysis of QtGesamt is given. QtGesamt and the corre-
sponding Restful API are available for download from
http://ccp4serv7.rc-harwell.ac.uk/gesamt.

2 Keywords:
Structure alignment; Structure superposition; Ho-

mology studies;

3 Introduction
Proteins are complex biological polymers, which play central

role in the functioning of the cell. The ability of proteins to in-
teract with each other and other biomolecules depends on many

factors, particularly the structural complementarity of interacting
surfaces. Therefore, comparative analysis of protein structures
(essentially the 3D folds of respective polypeptide chains) plays
an important role in modern molecular biology. Assuming that
similar structures imply similar interactions, detection of struc-
tural similarity may help a researcher to identify the biochemical
function of a particular protein. Identification of 3-dimensional
commonalities is also a routine sub-task in other studies and tech-
niques, such as preparation of models for protein structure solu-
tion by molecular replacement.

Usually, comparison of protein structures involves their align-
ment and superposition. The alignment aims to find geometri-
cally matching parts of compared macromolecular chains, with
respect to possibly missing parts and natural dispersion of back-
bone atoms. The superposition brings matched parts in the closest
relative position and orientation, thus allowing for the calculation
of a similarity score.

The number of various algorithms for structural align-
ment and superposition, developed in last 3 decades,
is significant (short overviews may be read from, e.g.,
Refs. [1-3]). The corresponding article in Wikipedia
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structural_alignment_software)
lists 102 software implementations, and this is probably not a
complete list. This scale of variety suggests that the problem has
not received full solution to date. Indeed, there are no universal
definition and measure of structural similarity, which causes
the major difference between different algorithms. In addition,
structural comparison is NP-complete a problem, therefore,
existing algorithms deliver optimal, rather than exact, solutions,
and employ different sets of approximations, parameterization
and heuristics, by this adding to differences between various
methods.

While comparison of several protein structures is relatively
quick and efficient, existing algorithms still require a significant
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CPU resource for the routine task of detecting similar structures
in the whole Protein Data Bank (the PDB) [4]. For example,
structural alignment of a single protein pair, or even multiple
alignment of an average-size structure family (10-50 structures)
usually takes between 0.01 and few seconds, which is totally
acceptable. However, finding structural neighbours in a PDB-
size dataset (around 110,000 structures containing some 277,000
chains) requires ∼ 105 more time, or more than a day if done
with a personal laptop or desktop computer. This is why database
searches are assisted by specialized web-servers, such as SSM [3],
DALI [5], CE [5], VAST [6], FATCAT [7] and others. Such servers
usually utilize parallel processing on computational clusters in or-
der to deliver results on a sub-minute to hour time scale.

In this communication, we intend to show that the combination
of progress in computing hardware, on one side, and advances in
algorithms for protein structure alignment, on another side, made
it possible to achieve speeds of structural queries that are compa-
rable with what is delivered by specialized servers, on common
laptop and desktop computers. Desktop utility QtGesamt, built
on top of the GESAMT (General Efficient Structural Alignment
of Macromolecular Targets) algorithm [8], is capable of identify-
ing similar structures in the PDB on sub-minute to an hour time
scale. The application has a developed user interface and project
bookkeeping, supports visualization of calculated alignments and
superpositions with an integrated or external molecular graph-
ics viewers, and may be found to be a convenient alternative to
web-servers in many cases, such as working with in-house data
archives and when transmission of sensitive data to remote web-
servers is not desirable. QtGesamt is freely available for download
and use on Mac OS X, Linux and Windows platforms. Function-
ally equivalent application is available as part of new CCP4 on-
line (cloud) services, jsCoFE, and also as a Restful API for remote
calculation of structural queries. In the rest of the paper, all ref-
erences, made to QtGesamt, are fully applicable to online setups.

4 Basic Methodology Behind Fast Queries

Currently, the PDB contains over 110,000 entries (cf.
(http://www.pdb.org), totaling over 26 GB of compressed data.
A mere reading and parsing of such amount of data takes about 2
hours with today’s most productive PCs (i7 Intel CPUs, Solid-State
Disks). The ambition to bring the total time of structural searches
in the PDB down to minutes range may be fulfilled with a set of 3
basic elements: a) data reduction and optimized archival b) par-
allel processing c) optimal choice of targets and alignment seeds
(controlled complexity).

4.1 Data Reduction and Optimized Archival

From a whole PDB entry, structural alignment algorithm
needs only a subset of atomic coordinates and no metadata,
which makes a considerable part of PDB file. E.g., our chosen
structural alignment method (GESAMT) uses only coordinates of
protein’s C-alpha atoms. Therefore, QtGesamt reduces the PDB
archive by selecting C-alpha coordinates and storing them in bi-
nary files ("Gesamt archive"). Such reduction accelerates similar-
ity searches by, firstly, reducing the amount of data to read and,

secondly, eliminating the need for parsing data. Since atomic co-
ordinates in the PDB are presented in fixed format with 3-digit
mantissa, it was found beneficial to store them as short integers
in order to decrease the file size. In addition, Gesamt archive files
are compressed as it was found that decompression is faster than
reading longer files. The resulting size of Gesamt archive is about
1.55 GB, which makes reading at least 15 times faster on com-
parison with the vanilla PDB archive. The data reduction process
usually takes a few hours. In order to cope with ever-growing
size of the PDB, a special update mode of data reduction is imple-
mented, in which only new entries are preprocessed and added
to the already existing Gesamt archive. The update takes only a
few minutes every week.

4.2 Parallel Processing
PDB scans are particularly convenient for multi-threading,

because structure comparisons are completely independent of
each other. In order to fully utilize multi-threading capabilities
of modern CPUs, Gesamt archive is split in series of files and com-
putations are organized in such a way that parallel threads do
not compete for file read. The total number of files should not
be too high in order to decrease the overhead associated with
file opening. QtGesamt runs a configurable number of threads,
which depends on hardware used. The number of parallel CPU
threads, which can run simultaneously in real time, varies from
2 for 6-8 year old chips up to 16 for today’s Intel Haswell (ad-
vanced models allow for 20 independent threads). Despite nearly
ideal parallelization of PDB scans in QtGesamt, the gross acceler-
ation effect is always sub-linear on the number of threads used,
see discussion below.

4.3 Optimal Choice of Targets and Alignment Seeds
Data reduction and parallel processing result in 10-15 times

faster searches, but the total time still remains in range of hours.
Further reduction may be achieved by noting that, due to pro-
tein structure diversity, most of protein pairs in the PDB repre-
sent dissimilar structures. Ironically, detection of dissimilarity is
more laborious a job than alignment of similar structures, there-
fore, most of CPU resource is spent on comparison of dissimilar
structures where results are not interesting. In order to help the
situation, QtGesamt introduces the minimum parts (similarity lev-
els) Rq and Rt of query and target structure, respectively, which
should be possible to align in principle. These parameters are
used in two different ways. Firstly, they form a filter for rejection
of structure pairs without any attempt to align them: only targets
of size Nt , such that

Nmin
t = NqRq ≤ Nt ≤ Nmax

t = Nq/Rt (1)

are accepted (in Eq. (1), Nq stands for the size of query struc-
ture). Secondly, similarity levels Rq and Rt are used also for the
rejection of alignment seeds in the core GESAMT algorithm. In
its basics [8], GESAMT explores a manifold of suitable short frag-
ment clusters, serving as alignment seeds. One can lay origins of
these seeds on a Nt ×Nq size matrix shown in Figure 1. It may
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be shown that alignment seeds with C-alpha pairs, found in side
triangles of this matrix, cannot reach the minimum required size
of max

(
RqNq,RtNt

)
and, therefore, should not be developed. The

combination of filtering and early rejection of unpromising align-
ment seeds brings further acceleration of PDB queries estimated
by a factor of 10-15.

Figure 1 Exclusion of unpromising alignment seeds in QtGesamt. Each
point in this matrix, such as A or B, represents a pair of C-alpha atoms f
rom query structure of size Nq and target structure of size Nt . The length
of alignments that include points A or B from side triangles cannot excee
d the minimally required Nmin

t = max(NqRq,Nt Rt) pairs (where Rq and Rt
are the minimum similarity levels for query and target structure, respecti
vely). Therefore, such alignments are rejected without attempting in orde
r to decrease the calculation time. See details in Ref. [8].

5 Implementation
QtGesamt is implemented as a Qt graphical application and

is available on all Mac OSX, Linux and Windows platforms (both
Qt4 and Qt5 may be used). Algorithmic routines from original
GESAMT [8] are used as a library and run in threads, rather than
processes. Figure 2 shows QtGesamt’s graphical interface, which
contains a toolbar, project panel and result pages. The interface

Figure 2 QtGesamt user interface

supports the following main tasks: creation and incremental (i.e.

Table 1 Selected PDB chains and their length in number of aminoacid
residues

PDB
chain

2AKF:
A

6INS:
E

1SAR:
A

1OCY:
A

3ANZ:
A

4N4K:
A

Size 32 50 96 198 403 497

without full re-generation) update of Gesamt archive from vanilla
PDB archive, alignment of selected structures (both pairwise and
multiple), and fast structural searches in Gesamt archive. Input
structures may be specified by either PDB code or loaded from
PDB/PDBx/mmCIF-formatted disk files. On Linux and Mac OSX
platforms, QtGesamt can work directly with gzipped files. All
tasks are automatically stored in the project panel, ordered by
query structure. Result pages contain output data, arranged in
scrollable tables. Structural superpositions can be visualized us-
ing either a built-in (based on JSmol software [9]) or external
(CCP4MG [10]) molecular graphics viewers. The built-in viewer
is implemented in Javascript and, therefore, may be slow on par-
ticular hardware. CCP4MG is implemented with Open GL sup-
port and provides excellent user experience. QtGesamt interface
also makes it possible to save all project or individual task results
(alignments, scores, lists of structural hits, superposed structures)
in external files, as well as to launch subsequent tasks, such as
alignment of selected structural hits from the results of a PDB
scan. Full details and functionality of QtGesamt interface are
available from the built-in program documentation, and also from
QtGesamt web site. CCP4 [11] distributes a command-prompt
version of GESAMT software, which is functionally identical to
QtGesamt.

6 Results and Discussion

6.1 Performance Analysis
Performance of the GESAMT algorithm was discussed in Ref.

[8]. In particular, it was found that GESAMT shows very good
discrimination properties (i.e. is both sensitive and selective in
discrimination between different protein families and folds), and
yields alignments with considerably higher Q-scores than SSM
[4] (both aligners are based on the maximization of the Q-score
(cf. Ref [4]) and, therefore, can be compared directly). QtGesamt
inherits all GESAMT’s properties; therefore, they will not be inves-
tigated here. Instead, we are interested in QtGesamt’s suitability
for PDB screening.

As shown in Ref. [8], alignment time in GESAMT correlates lin-
early with the product Nq ×Nt , and also depends on geometrical
properties of aligned structures, showing a variation within al-
most 2 orders of magnitude for given values of Nq ×Nt . The PDB
scan time depends also on the number of suitable target struc-
tures in the PDB and similarity levels Rq, Rt set in advance. In or-
der to probe the overall time range, we selected randomly 6 PDB
structures of different folds and sizes (cf. Table 1), and performed
PDB scans at Rq = 0.7 and Rt varying from 0 to 0.7 on compu-
tational platforms specified in Table 2. Values of Rq/t = 0.7 are
suitable for the identification of close to medium structural neigh-
bours; lower similarity levels are needed for the detection of more
remote structures. The results are presented in Figure 3. As seen
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Table 2 Summary of computational platforms tested

Plat
form
Id

Name Year CPU
No. of
parallel
threads

Hard
disk

A
Mac
Book
Pro

2015

Quad-
Core
Intel i7
2.8
GHz

8
High-
speed
SSD

B
Mac
Book
Pro

2009

Intel
Mobile
Core Duo
2.66
GHz

2 SSD

C
Dell
Inspiron
1525

2008

Pentium
Dual-
Core
1.8
GHz

2
Ordinary
HD

from the Figure, calculation times are significantly different for
different-size structures and computational platforms. It may be
concluded that platforms A and B show very similar per-thread
performance, which is about 40% higher than that of platform C.
On platform A, the fastest PDB scan (for the smallest-size struc-
ture 2AKF: A, 32 residues, Rt = 0.7 completed in only 1 second,
while the longest one (4N4K:A, Rt = 0) took about 50 minutes.

It is interesting to note that the effect of the similarity level
Rt on the calculation time depends on structure size. As may be
inferred from Figure 4, this is due to the varying number of targets
selected by the filtering procedure described above. Indeed, Eq.
(1) suggests that for small-size queries, nearly the whole PDB will
be selected as a target at Rt = 0, while at high Rt , a relatively small
subset of targets is explored. However, the larger query structure,
the fewer targets in the PDB that can satisfy the upper limit in
Eq. (1) at Rt = 0, and the number of selected structures ceases to
depend on Rt .

Figure 5 presents the average calculation time per alignment
TA on platform A. The decrease of TA with increase in Rt demon-
strates the effect of the rejection of unpromising alignment seeds
(cf. Figure 1). The effect is less pronounced in case of larger
query structures. This may be understood if one notes that the
effect is solely due to the variation of the area of side triangles in
Figure 1 with varying Rt . However, the larger Nq, the fewer target
structures can have size Nt which is significantly different from Nq

and, therefore, the side triangles cease to depend on Rt .

As seen from Figure 4, the total number of accepted target
structures may depend significantly on the similarity level . The
important question is whether such aggressive filtering has a no-
ticeable impact on the number of relevant targets detected. This
question is difficult to answer in general, because "relevance" does
not have a clear mathematical definition. In GESAMT, relevance
is associated with the Q-score [4,8]. It was suggested in Ref. [8]
that Q ≥ 0.262 indicates (probabilistically) similar SCOP families,
and Q ≥ 0.1 indicates similar folds. Figure 6 presents the total
numbers of structural hits in PDB scans from Figure 3, which sat-

Figure 3 Calculation real times of 6 PDB queries from Table 1. Filled
circles: 2AKF:A; filled bars: 6INS:E; filled triangles: 1SAR:A; open cir
cles: 1OCY:A; open bars: 3ANZ:A; open triangles: 4N4K:A. The query
similarity level Rq was set to 0.7 and the target similarity level Rt varies
along horizontal axes. Plots A, B, and C correspond to computational
platforms specified in Table 2. The maximal number of parallel threads
(cf. Table 2) was used.

Figure 4 Total number of structural hits for PDB scans presented in
Figure 3. The curve labeling is the same as in Figure 3.

isfy these conditions. As seen from the Figure, filtering affects
noticeably the number of relevant hits only in case of two smaller
structures (2AKF:A and 6INS:E), which also give the longest lists
of hits. One possible explanation to this fact is that short chains
form relatively simple structures, which have higher chances to be
found as parts of more complex folds, in which case no particular
value of Q-score may be taken as a measure of relevance.

Finally, consider the effect of multi-threading on the scan time.
As seen from Figure 7, scan time depends sub-linearly on the
number of used threads nt , reaching the lowest value at the maxi-
mum number of threads that can be run simultaneously on given
computational platform. This is a well-known feature of multi-
threaded systems, which, in general, is due to two main factors:
1) not a full parallelization of the computational code, which
causes threads to compete for memory and disk access, and 2)
growing overhead of intra-CPU communication, competition and
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Figure 5 Average alignment time as a function of target similarity level
Rt for platform A (cf. Table 2). The curve labeling is the same as in
Figure 3.

Figure 6 Total number of structural hits with Q-score higher than 0.262
(solid lines), and higher than 0.1 (dashed lines), as a function of target
similarity level Rt . The curve labeling is the same as in Figure 3.

switchover between the growing numbers of threads. First factor
does not apply in case of QtGesamt, where threads are completely
separated by design. This was checked by measuring execution
times of variable number of single-threaded GESAMT processes,
which gave the same per-thread yields as in Figure 7. One can
also see from the Figure that the maximum speed-up amounts to
3.5 at nt = 8, of which 2.8 is achieved at nt = 4. This is likely to be
associated with the fact that system’s A CPU is made of 4 hyper-
threaded cores, while hyper-threading is not efficient at high CPU
loads. It may seem to be a good idea to use no more than 4
threads, gaining 80% of QtGesamt productivity but leaving 50%
of CPU free for other tasks. However, due to factor (2), running
other tasks will slow down all the threads and, in reality, little
benefit can be obtained.

6.2 GESAMT software in CCP4 Cloud
QtGesamt represents a convenient and robust tool for pro-

tein structure alignment and database searches in 3 dimensions,
which also supports project structure for bookkeeping user’s

Figure 7 Calculation real times of PDB query 1SAR: A at Nq=0.7 and
Nt=0 obtained on system A for different number of computational thr
eads.

work. However, very often, structure similarity studies are per-
formed as part of a larger task, for example, the choice and con-
struction of models for molecular replacement in protein crys-
tallography [12]. In such cases, structure alignment software is
seamlessly incorporated in computational pipelines, yet, the need
for direct manipulation of the alignment tool as part of a larger
structure solution framework is still there. In order to address
such situations, Gesamt was included in CCP4 Graphical Interface
[11] and the new CCP4 online service for structure solution, js-
CoFE (javascript-based Cloud Front End). The corresponding task
interface in jsCoFE is shown in Figure 8, and Figure 9 exemplifies
a representative part of the output. jsCoFE provides own facilities

Figure 8 Gesamt user interface in jsCoFE, the new CCP4 online service
for structure solution.

for the management of computational jobs and project structure,
where Gesamt jobs are presented in combination with other crys-
tallographic tasks, communicating by means of predefined data
objects behind the scene (in the cloud). The corresponding data
flows are reflected in a tree-like project structure, where nodes
represent particular tasks performed.

Online use of Gesamt software does not provide any substantial
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Figure 9 An excerpt from Gesamt output in jsCoFE, showing the
relation between various alignment scores obtained from the PDB scan
for structure model highly similar to PDB entry 1SAR:A.

speed-up on comparison with modern desktops, but it benefits
from the integration with other crystallographic tasks and seam-
less support of maintained PDB and Gesamt archives on CCP4
Cloud servers. Being a rather universal tool, Gesamt has many
uses outside crystallographic context, for example, in bioinfor-
matics studies involving the assessment of structural similarity.
In such cases, researchers can also benefit from computational
and database support in CCP4 Cloud by using Gesamt software
through a dedicated Restful API. In this mode of operation, Rest-
ful calls are used instead of direct invocation of Gesamt. The API
packs all necessary data and instructions and sends them to a
dedicated gateway in CCP4 Cloud. After job completion, the re-
sults can be retrieved by a successive Restful call, which delivers
a package containing list of structural hits found, as well as re-
port similar to one used in jsCoFE. Instructions on the installation
and use of Gesamt’s restful API are found in QtGesamt main page:
http://ccp4serv7.rc-harwell.ac.uk/gesamt.

6.3 Further Directions

We represent that Gesamt software is one of fastest meth-
ods for macromolecular structure alignment and superposition in
3d. It remains somewhat slower than, e.g. SSM [3,8], which
was found to be the fastest one in Ref. [13]. However, use
of Gesamt is fully justified by its high protein fold discrimina-
tion power and independence of protein’s secondary structure
[8]. But even with the speed achieved, simple estimates suggest
that cross-alignment of all structures in the PDB will take about
10 CPU-years and require some 1TB disk space. These numbers
often deter researchers from the full-scale structural analysis of
the PDB. Such analysis is needed, for example, in order to im-
prove protein structure classification, important for the inference
on protein’s biochemical function and overall role in the biochem-
istry of the cell. In order to facilitate the analysis, reduced "repre-
sentative", non-redundant, datasets are often used instead of full
archive. A similar situation is observed also in the preparation
of models for molecular replacement in protein crystallography,
where, typically, limited non-redundant subsets of structures are

used. While the removal of redundant structures is beneficial in
many cases, the success of molecular replacement is known to be
highly dependent on structural variations within 1-1.5 angstroms,
which is typically far beyond the usual redundancy thresholds.
Having a complete matrix of cross alignments in the PDB would
also accelerate structural searches by a more appropriate choice
of promising structure pairs. Therefore, we see the database sup-
port for Gesamt, in terms of maintainable full cross-alignment
matrix, as a priority direction for further research and develop-
ment. Any practical use of such matrix is feasible only in the
cloud-computing framework, which becomes more and more at-
tractive in many instances, particularly in macromolecular crys-
tallography and structural bioinformatics.

7 Conclusion
We described the application of GESAMT algorithm for struc-

tural searches in the Protein Data Bank, which required paral-
lelization and appropriate preparation of structural data. The de-
veloped software utilizes multi-threading capabilities of modern
computational platforms, which makes it possible to perform full
PDB scans in real time, using common laptop and desktop PCs.
In this communication, we demonstrated these capabilities on a
range of PDB structures and computational platforms, which were
chosen to cover most of practical cases. This study should not be
considered as a comprehensive one, and performance variations
will be most definitely observed from case to case. As a general
conclusion, fast PDB scans are quite feasible on modern systems
of personal computing, such as platform A in Table 2, while older
systems (B, C and similar) may appear slower than fully comfort-
able. With rapid development of computing hardware, especially
with the growing number of cores per CPU, we expect that the
usefulness of QtGesamt software as an alternative to specialized
web-servers will only increase.

On the other side, it is acknowledged that the use of QtGesamt
requires local management and regular update of considerable
resources: the PDB archive (nearly 26 GB of data) and Gesamt
archive derived from it (close to 1.6 GB). Therefore, the need
in online (cloud) setups does not completely disappear. We ad-
dress this problem with the development of Gesamt task for PDB
searches and structural alignment in new CCP4 Cloud resource
jsCoFE, and by providing Restful API to perform remote Gesamt
tasks from local scripts.
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